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Men's Association Determines Rules For Fall Pledging
Procedure and rules for fall pledges were established at the October 1 meeting of the men's association.
On November 16, three new freshmen men of the Delta Chapter will be inducted into the men's service. Prior to that time, the Delta Chapter will supply each pledge with a list of eligible men.

Vivian has task functions which have been limited to four per year, and for the first time there have been restrictions among the members in the scheduling of these events. Conflicts on dates must be eliminated as many only one or two events of such scope are scheduled.

The session, a friendly evening, will either divide the freshmen class, with the more experienced group, or will work on a more comprehensive schedule so that freshmen may attend both functions during the evening.

Applications from members of the M.A. chapters were also discussed at the meeting. The charter committee is working on giving to the M.A. special charters which will allow the freshmen chapters to have names, and to establish the most well-known student or athletic organizations for these special chapters.

Pembroke Seeks Literary Talent
Pembroke, the campus literary organization, opened its fall drive recently.
Applications must be submitted to Pembroke in order to become a member of the society. A member is one who subscribes to the emphasis on the literary aspect, while another is one who subscribes to the emphasis on the artistic aspect.

Contributions will be judged by the old members at a meeting that night on the basis of their merit, either as poetry or as an original literary work.

The first meeting for new members will be held on November 6. Mrs. Warren Anderson of the Latin department will speak.

FRSC Plans New Study of Potential Honor System
Plans for reshelving the books but not out honor system for reviewing the FRSC constitution were made at the year's first meeting of the Student Faculty Relations committee last Monday night.

As a result of legislation passed by the committee, Mrs. Gabel has been authorized to complete a report of the two systems, and the Student Senate has been asked to take action on the plan on the proposal has been thoroughly explained to the students.

After considering the possibility of making the FRSC a "reviewing court" for disciplinary measures on campus, a committee was appointed to draw up plans for a new FRSC constitution. Other parts of the present constitution that were questioned include article 6, section 1, which reads, "It shall have power to make and enforce rules it considers necessary. Family relations as regards old-people policies." Members of the sub-committee include John Keirin, Mr. Jerry Jones, and White Wolfe.

Other business before the committee (Continued on page four)

Honorary Societies Elect 28 Students As New Members
New members have been elected to the Wolverine chapters of four honorary societies.

On October 23, Phi Alpha Theta, national honor society, will induct Bob Gess, George Hoyt, John Laury, Marilyn Price, Mary Jane Rau, Donna McKee, Ruth A. Rutter, Woycik, Sue, Kate Mears, Yvonne Tuttle, and Allen Burns.

Other chapters were inducted into Sigma Alpha, national political science honor society by October 3, John Dugan, Roger Kirkwood, Don Hunt, Patricia McFarland, M. D. Dowell, Duncan McKer, Arthur Mowen, John Proctor, Keith Morgan, James Turton, Bryan Underwood, and White Wolfe were accepted for membership.

The Rotarian language society, Sigma Kappa, honored Neil Warren, Pat Jenkins, and Mr. Jenkins in two ceremonies.

Josephine Schleske and Mark Lyons are the candidates for Sigma Delta Theta, Psi Chi fraternity.

Art Valuable
Highlight Exhibit
Art works on loan donated by friends and alumni of Wooster are now on exhibit in the Josiah More Death Museum of Art in Gallery Hall.

The exhibition includes oil paintings by Robert Herbert, Theodore Buehrens, and a contemporary printmaker, Clarence Gardner. Among the works are "the authentic Japanese" and Chinese pieces used as models for works done on the campus.

The exhibit will continue until October 31.

Record Vote Reported in Tuesday’s Election
Marlia Dorine will resign as Queen over Winter Homecoming Day this coming weekend, according to reports of Tuesday’s election. Maid of Honor Betty Jane Mitchell, runner-up in the contest.

As her other attendant, Marlia has chosen Bruce Merriell, James Allen, sophomore; and Caroline Fohrer, freshman, for the Queen.

Marlia, president of the WSGA, Airport, has been a member of the Student Faculty Relations committee and has been a prominent member of the Student Senate.

Marlia, the first woman to be elected Queen, had pledged for the new campaign, and her campaign committee presented the plan.

The campaign included a letter writing for the purposes of the campaign, and it was decided that the new campaign would be under the supervision of Mrs. K. J. Murphy, president of the Student Senate.
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Alumni who remember working out in the Maintenance building when it was still the gym.

Alumni who don’t remember co-ed chapel services or even intra-mural football.

Alumni who once formed the ‘backbone of the college’... and those who were moved to see them.

Alumni who want to walk about the campus to see the Rock and Abe and Peggy and the other historic gold flags on each building.

Alumni who want to hear what this generation is thinking and see what we are doing.

Alumni who still feel very much a part of Wooster even though they no longer play football or vice for the VOICE or work crew for the Little Theater.

Alumni who seem more like members of the senior class than anv alumni group.

Alumni who want to renew the days of solid men.

Alumni who will and cheer and root with real Highland vigor for the Scotts on the field.

WANTED: Alumni for Homecoming Day... and a bonfire welcome to you!

Ling Explains New Fight Song
To the Editor:

As requested, I am submitting some information concerning the new fight song. "Wooster, Wooster," has this year a unique twist. One night, while I was in Korea, I was working on a band fall for this fall and trying to think of a new battle cry to say "hell-ya" to the fans. I began to hunt the type of "Are You From Wooster, ..." which seems to be the title. "Are You From Wooster?" so I perused down some lyrics.

This is how it was turned out:

Alum! Wooster! Are you from Wooster? From the school we love on top of the hill? We’re glad you come, so glad your clever hill. 'Cause it always gives us a thrill.

In the song which they were put on against Akron. The songs will take good care of you before.

So give a cheer now, let’s make them hear, that’s from Wooster, 100.

Cheer.

WOOSTER: WOOSTER: Wooster — Wooster! Let’s go! SCOTTS!
This little effort seems to have been well received so far and I am sure that the student body loves both the song and the cheer in order that they might join with the band in doing both of future games. Thank you very much.

Sincerely,

STUART J. LING, Band Director

Young Instructor Visits South America
West Indies, England And Continent

With the arrival of summer there comes a chance for the realization of many a dream of travel and adventure among students during Wooster’s winter solitude. These pipe dreams are by no means restricted to students of this or any other college, but can also be found in the hearts of the faculty and alumni.

Mrs. Georgie Harrell, Spanish instructor at Wooster, and Mr. John Darchie, instructor in art history and art appreciation, spent the summer in various parts of South America, Europe, and England. Miss Harrell was in Argentina, Uruguay, and Brazil which included a trip to the beach resort of Mar del Plata, Argentina. Mr. Darchie visited Brussels, Amsterdam, Paris, Madrid, Barcelona, Rome, London, and Edinburgh. They returned to Wooster July 13 and arrived in Wooster July 19.

In Miss Harrell’s opinion, the most fascinating part of the trip was the visit to Buenos Aires, Cordoba, Cordoba, and the harbor city of Buenos Aires. The return voyage was a fascinating trip which started at Buenos Aires. Miss Harrell was in Argentina, Uruguay, and Brazil which included a trip to the beach resort of Mar del Plata, Argentina. She returned from Mar del Plata on May 15, 1952, and was back in Wooster July 13.

Miss Harrell spent most of the summer traveling the countries of Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay. Miss Harrell spent several days in each of the countries which she visited.

Mr. Darchie’s trip was a trip of a lifetime. He visited the countries of Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil, and Spain. He returned from his trip August 10 and arrived in Wooster August 19.

Mr. Darchie’s principal tour was to the various capitals of the country and to the various cities of the country.

A trip through South America was made by Mr. Darchie to the various capitals of the country and to the various cities of the country.
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**BIG RED IN HOMECOMING TILT**

The Wooster Scots, looking for their third straight victory in the annual homecoming tilt, will face Denison this Saturday in a football game which will be a key contest in the Conference championship. The Scots, who have won the last two games against the Big Red, are looking for a third straight victory to keep their conference hopes alive.

**HOLE GUIDES CROSS COUNTRY TEAM WITH SINGLE RETURNING VETERAN**

The cross country squad, guided by Coach George C. M. Dejong, has many expectations for the fall season. The team, which is in the absence of Coach Carl M. Williams, who passed away earlier this year, has high hopes for the upcoming season. Coach Dejong, with his many years of experience, is looking forward to leading the team to success.

**COLORFUL! CASUAL!**

SMART

**SOCKS**

**Socks**

**Color:**

**Designs:**

**Material:**

**Fit:**

**Features:**

**Advantages:**

**Disadvantages:**

**Sizing:**

**Care:**

**Woolen Socks**

**Additional Options:**

**BROOKLYN BRENNER, YOUR EQUITABLE FASHION STORE**

**WOOSTER VOICE MUSCICAL CENTER**

Public Square

Wooster, Ohio

**THE NEW VICTOR CLASSICAL RELEASES FOR OCTOBER**

Featuring the much acclaimed TOSCANINI recording of the BEETHOVEN NINTH SYMPHONY with the ROBERT SHAW CHORAL. Highlights from VIVALDI's MUSICAL SPECTACLE featuring PAVAN, AN PEECE, ROBERT MERRILL, EZIO PINZA. Highlights from STRAUSS' TANZBAUER featuring BOHEMIE featuring LILIA ALBANESE, GIUSEPPE DI STEFANO, PAULINE MUSSEL, and LEONARD WARNER. Also TOSCANINI's recording of the BUDDY ESGARNO'S SONG OF THE SORCERER. A MUST HAVE FOR THE CLASSICAL COLLECTOR.

**WOOSTER VOICE SPORTS**

Scots Whip Lords; Second Half Sprees Gives 35-19 Win

The Wooster Scots swept their third straight game in 1961 with a 35-19 victory over the Kenyon Lords on Saturday, October 15. The Scots, who have won the last two meetings against the Lords, are looking to extend their winning streak.

**INTERRUMINAL ROUTINES**

**Scots**

Ketcham touchdowns were six March, the speedy end who made a record 68-yard touchdown on the return of a punt from his own territory in the second half. The Scots built up an early lead, 6-0, and went on to win, 15-0.

**Ohio Conference October 5 and 6**

**BRENNER'S**

**WOOSTER THEATRE**

**R.F.A.Y.,**

**Clifton Webb**

**Ginger Rogers**

**Billy Wilder**

**André Previn**

**Raymond Davies**

**Diana Rigg**

**Mamie Van Doren**

**Brigitte Bardot**

**Tom Cullen**
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**SUN-MORN.-TUE. THE COUNTRY PIRATE!**

**WED. & THUR.**

**WAIT TILL THE SUN SHINES NELLIE!**

**THE WEEK WE RELAUNCH THE OLD BAY'S BIRTHDAY WHO DISCOVERED THE BAY?**

**Chile Columbus**

Must have been a very happy day for the new born boy. His name was given to him by his father because of a certain phenomenon. The Bay, which was discovered by the Spanish explorer in 1516, was named after the son.

**Old Columbus was quite a guy.**

And she was the first in the world to see the bay. She was the one who found it, and she named it after her son.

**This week we relaunch the old bay's birthday who discovered the bay?**

**Snyderr**

**CAMERA SHOP**

**201 E. LIBERTY ST.**
Welcome back to Wooster and THE SHACK

FOR CLASS FOR DATE FOR DANCE
Fashions for the girl who wants something new and different

COHEN'S 145 EAST LIBERTY STREET WOOSTER, O.

The Point Restaurant DONUT SHOP
Welcome Visitors to Wooster Roast Turkey Dinner Saturday — $1.00 Noon and Evening
Entrance on Britt Avenue — Cleveland Road

WOOSTER RECREATION
"Where Better Scenes are a Fixture" 220 East North Street
BOWL FOR FAMILY AND HEALTH Pin Setters Wanted

DUBONNET RESTAURANT 3 MILES SOUTH OF WOOSTER DINNERS FROM 70c to $1.00
Open from 5 p.m. to 11 p.m. weekdays 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Sundays

WOOOSTER VOICE
Other . . . Voices

by the Blower

Well, would you like to get a job where you are certain your services will always be in demand? Well, this is the way this man and his wife pass their time in Cleveland College Life. Banked in Doris for Minutes." The article takes the mixture from prepared for its beginning in ancient Egypt down to the present day, and ends with some closing comments to make: "The memory of college is un- able to meet the invasion deemed necessary by the students of that year... Not only are the correct prospects good for employers... but in view of our rapidly ex- panding population there will be abundant opportunities for many others who may come.

Still interested? If you are, stop into the VOICE office to read the rest of the article, stating the qualifications and salaries necessary to prepare you for such a career.

Other colleges seem to be look- ing on the brighter side of life, although things are a little brighter there at the Columbia college of Physici- ans and Surgeons. And the beginning sophmore student there was ask- ed how large a dose of a certain drug he was administered when he consulted a specified doctor, he said, "six grains." A generous amount, he must have thought, as he could count his answer. The professor glanced at his watch and said, "Well, you can review your answer if you like, but your patient has been dead exactly 45 seconds."

Interest in student politics seems to have reached a new high, as Campus News as well as Wooster, There, 99 political candidates were getting pre- cious signals, and for this reason, the Big News decided to join the race. He circulated a petition stating that he was running for the position of Vice-president, and got 19 out of 34 signatures to sign without reading the first page. Since this work well done, there was nothing, which we said, "We underestimate the fully able to be first class Jackson flavor not reading this before signing it.

Miami university has a new addi- tion to the campus in the form of a Student union dedicated to Harry C. Thorne. It seems that Mr. Thorne held the club of Miami's greatest house, appearing regularly for 45 years on the football teams. For these reasons he was as busy on his home campus as he was on the field, and con- tinued as a red umbrella and a regular guest.

At each games he would shout, "If I had a dream last night", and then yell his prediction of the big- gest of them. Mr. Thorne died in 1950 but this year he gave the house game the Van Thorne Memorial and charging it at a nominal fee. The events which were financially unprofitable he felt into the dream, James C. in the belief that football, jewel, Bloomington, seemed to abridge the interest and importance of the sport.

Two additional freshman have been added to the University of Miami, Norma Marcius, performed a duet to the music of their act and placed Farmer Wrenn with the gilling, he was unprofitably sold by the occas- ional expedition and performing a dialogue.

As Professor Allen of the Beaux Arts Academy appeared quite at one to the super- intendent of the art, and appears to be well satisfied with his voice, he nevertheless removed off the stage in a thoroughly amusing and facial form. Two others are in the large, 13, 000, and to the words of the school song:

HAMPSHIRE SWEATER by LORD JEFF
Now handsome even with 35% nylon added to 65% wool, five quick washes, or even a lumped good-looking, because nylon does not allow for thick and thick sweater by Lord Jeff. You'll like this thick, long, limp, and long perfection in every detail. Choose your color, with our unusually wide range of colors.

HOSIERY MASTERS NEW FLOOR $6.95

Hand Washable
NICK AMSTER

To Washington?
All students interested in further information concerning the Wash- ington semester program are in- vited to meet in the music room of the student union during chapel hour Monday, October 13. Details of the plan will be given by last year's representative, who will al- so answer any questions that may arise.

SOUTH STATION...FRIDAY NIGHT...143 1000...FOR THE HALLTIME BETWEEN HOMECOMING ACTIVITIES...Collegiateen Restaurant East Liberty Sr. Wooster, Ohio...just unpacked...new skirts...Taws, Checks, Flaxan and Flannels...$7.95 to $14.95...BEULAH BECHTEL...PUBLIC SQUARE..."chapeau"...a rich "accessory shade" in BELLE-SHARMER...size stockings...a blocking helps with copper undulation...quick yet warping lovely...Much more than a more stretching color, "Chapeau" truly is an accessory. See it today in your personal Belle-Shamer Leg sizes...

frill $1.35 to $1.95 pr.

"brev" modiste duchess
medite (green gage) (red gage)

brass (green gage) (red gage)

classic (green gage) for large legs...$2.00 to $10.00

---

W Deposited in post and Dick Frid- stoks broke through to block his third kick in these games. Swivel ball last kick was 17 yards from goal line, but Dick took the ball over for the final score of the day. California will play every, and after our return from the game, look for a story and photo of the game, at one-on-one and what the Scots pipped up two first downs, with Al Westphale covering the ball, but Ted Hel's pass was inter- cepted with almost a touch of a moment. California came out the run with four straight incomplete passes.

FOR SFC

(Carried from page one) The election of Dick Bride- stoks at secretary of the group, the allocation of $400 from the ship fund for foreign relief, and the exhibition of a "magnificent" picture that will be shown beside before it comes to the SFC in order to facilitate handling the many matters that might otherwise appear on the table during the time the committee, presented that ou- tre that the SFC would give its permission for the SFC to use any mother of the com- mittee.

To the Wosstern seven, labor room Parker ran two plays of five and two successful kicks to make the score 14-10 in Wooster's favor. After an interception of Jim Evans pass and a Kinnick punt, the Scots drove into Kentucky territory in the final minutes of the half, but were stalled on fourth down on the fours sixty. Mr. Herts- berg attempted a field goal, but the kick was blown wide by a strong wind that the kicker failed to make allow ever; he

Wooster kicked off to open up the sec- ond half, and Kentucky strives to in the first 17 before giving up the ball. After one first down, Wooster and Kinnick went for first down, but were forced from the 22. Todd Willi- son's kick was intercepted with almost a touch of a moment. Wooster ran out the run with four straight incomplete passes.

TO WOOSTER

SPECIAL OFFER regularly $1.99
BOTH for only $1.00 plus 5c fed tax
YE OBE SAVE 50c

Helen Curtis shampoo plus egg with nature's own hair conditioning action! Helen Curtis crème rinse with Lanolin

Muskoff Drugs Wooster Hotel Building

HAMPSTEAD SWEATER by LORD JEFF
Now handsome even with 35% nylon added to 65% wool, five quick washes, or even a lumped good-looking, because nylon does not allow for thick and thick sweater by Lord Jeff. You'll like this thick, long, limp, and long perfection in every detail. Choose your color, with our unusually wide range of colors.

DUBONNET RESTAURANT 3 MILES SOUTH OF WOOSTER DINNERS FROM 70c to $1.00
Open from 5 p.m. to 11 p.m. weekdays 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Sundays

Closed Tuesday